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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the imbalance of the role of stakeholders in the accountability of village enterprise management. One of the stakeholders dominates, this has hampered corporate actions based on public governance on the accountability of BUMDes management. Accountability is only carried out as a form of procedural accountability to the village government and district government. Even though there is a horizontal accountability mechanism to the public, it does not work effectively.

One of the reasons for the accountability failure of BUMDes management is the unclear role and responsibility of stakeholders in managing BUMDes. Rural Communities, Representative Institutions (Badan Permusyawaratan Desa), Private Sector, and the other Village Institutions do not have proportional roles and responsibilities in the accountability mechanism for BUMDes management. It means the capacity of stakeholders in the accountability process of BUMDes management is relatively low. Even though the capacity of stakeholders is important to strengthen the accountability of BUMDes management, because all stakeholders can monitor and evaluate the management of BUMDes, so that the dominance of the Headman and BUMDes’s manager can be controlled. Therefore, in overcoming the vacancy in the role of stakeholders, this research proposes the need to create an accountability mechanism based on public governance, where all stakeholders will interact with each other with the aim of influencing the results of public policy. They interact with each other in the management of public organizations to fulfill various interests of the community.

To integrate the role of stakeholders in the accountability of BUMDes management it is advisable to use an information system that can bring together all stakeholders in managing a BUMDes. The information system can be used to strengthen the accountability model based on public governance on the management of BUMDes.
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1. Introduction

The emergence of Village Enterprises (BUMDes) is a great hope for the community to live more prosperously. Amid the confusion of the village government in utilizing village funds, establishing BUMDes became a matter of much choice. Ideally with the existence of BUMDes there will be two things that should be realized, namely the welfare of the community and the accountability of village fund management. Through BUMDes it is hoped that the potential of the village will be extracted so that the community has the opportunity to be more empowered. Apart from that, through BUMDes, the funds owned by the village can be more clear and focused.

Management of BUMDes has two different sides of the coin, namely one side as an organization that carries a social mission and the other side is carrying out an economic mission because it must bring benefits to the village (income generated). As a social organization, BUMDes was established by the village government and the community to serve the needs of the community, empower the community, and provide opportunities for the community to be involved in managing BUMDes from the planning process to accountability. Whereas as a profit oriented organization, BUMDes need a professional management system because BUMDes must be able to increase Village Revenue (PADes) and also profit sharing for the community fairly.

BUMDes fund comes from village funds belonging to the village community. BUMDes managers must account for the funds used to manage BUMDes through a clear public accountability mechanism. However, in reality the accountability of BUMDes management still does not have a mechanism that involves the community as its assessors. The dominance of the village head is still too strong. Therefore the village government and the managers of BUMDes must ensure that people involved in managing BUMDes must be given clear and firm roles and responsibilities.

Local governments must assist villages in realizing BUMDes that are capable of encouraging the economy and empowering rural communities. Therefore the local government must ensure that the formation of BUMDes is
not merely used to channel village funds so that the absorption of the village budget becomes optimal. Local governments must ensure that the establishment of BUMDes by utilizing village funds must be able to be accounted for vertically and horizontally.

Thus, this paper provides an explanation that to further improve the quality of BUMDes management, it is necessary to process public governance in the accountability of BUMDes management. The process of public governance requires clarity on the roles and responsibilities of all institutions involved.

2. Problem Statement

looking at the phenomenon of accountability deficits and the magnitude of the potential for the establishment of BUMDes, it is necessary to develop an appropriate public accountability model. The accountability mechanism that has been carried out so far is still limited to vertical accountability, even in the case in the village there has been a failure in implementing vertical and horizontal accountability (Setyoko, 2011). This paper can explain a model that will help rural communities in carrying out public accountability in managing BUMDes based on public governance. The idea of public governance in the accountability of BUMDes management is very urgently stated given the lack of optimal role of stakeholders in overseeing the implementation of BUMDes. The formation of BUMDes is the mandate of Law Number 6 of 2014. The results of this study can be a solution to national problems related to the management of BUMDes. The Problem Statement in this paper is "What is the process of public governance in the accountability of the management of BUMDes?".

3. State Of The Art

In the management of government business, the Agency Theory describes the existence of a conflict of interest that is likely to occur between agents (managers) and principal (owner) (Eisenhardt, 1989). Conflicts that are likely to occur in the management of government-owned businesses, among others, relate to the sharing of benefits between shareholders, decisions on who
services are provided, conflicts about supervision and other authorities (Ghosh & Whalley, 2008; Hoskisson, Hitt, Johnson, & Grossman, 2002; Jensen, 2001). The view of agency theory is a consequence of the birth of a modern management system that requires a clear separation between the owner of the capital (owner) and the management.

The efforts of the central government to encourage the village government to establish BUMDes are an illustration that the village government is required to make corporate efforts by clearly separating the role of the capital owner with the BUMDes management. This is explicitly explained in Law No. 6 of 2014, which explains that the managers of BUMDes must come from outside the village government. The headman is only the shareholder. An accountability process is needed to bridge the two parties in order to trust each other.

Accountability is an important requirement in public management that is developed in a democratic country (Brodkin, 2008). Accountability point towards mechanism given for public functionary to be able to explain and ensure that they have been acting correctly, ethically, and responsible for its performance (Bovens, 2007: 450; Dubnick 2005: 1; Mulgan, 2003; Romzek & Ingraham, 2000: 240 - 241). Therefore, accountability also related to the effort to build a legitimate government.

The management of BUMDes must prioritize aspects of public accountability, because it involves the use of public funds. However, despite the increasing demands for public accountability, various studies show that many government organizations are unable to realize this public accountability. Boven’s study (2007: 447), Dixon, Ritchi & Siwale (2006: 415), Lodhia & Burritt (2004: 355) toward public sector financial accountability practice conclude that although accountability mechanism has been established correctly, that mechanism often broke by the organizer. In the Bovens’ view (2007: 447 - 448) this phenomenon called as an accountability deficit, that is a condition of dysfunctional from some accountability mechanism who has been designated and then impacted on the low of government legitimation in public.
According to Mulgan (2003: 74), accountability deficit in this decentralization era is more cause apprehension when there are many public organizations in the local level given autonomy to manage a fund.

To measure public accountability level on Village Enterprise management, this research using criteria used by Dixon, Ritchie & Siwale (2006: 408 – 410), Bovens (2007: 459 - 461), Schillemans (2008: 179 – 180), that is vertical accountability and horizontal accountability. Vertical accountability refers to the effort of Village Enterprise management responsibility to authority giver side over it who gives a command, those are village government and local government. Horizontal accountability is a Village Enterprise management responsibility to society village. Public accountability in a whole of Village Enterprise accountability will be established if both of dimensions fulfilled.

The financial resources of Village Enterprise (BUMDes) use village funds which are funds from the central government. This means that the capital used by BUMDes comes from public funds. Therefore, the accountability process must be carried out by involving the public as shareholders. Accountability must be carried out both to the regional government, the central government and the rural community. Meanwhile, the result of Kurniasih, Setyoko & Imron (2015) research explains that accountability mechanism of programs implementation that has been done during this time still limited to vertical responsibility. It means that the role of stakeholders in the accountability mechanism has not become an important part yet. The result of Setyoko’s research (2011) explains that village society tends to careless with public accountability as long as their needs fulfilled. In the handling of the emptiness of the stakeholders role, it needs accountability mechanism based on governance concept.

Public governance is a way when stakeholders interacting each other with the purpose to influence the result of public policy (Bovaird & Loffer, 2009). Those stakeholders are the citizen, society organization, mass media, the public institution, politician, non-profit organization and so on. They are
interacted each other in public organization management to fulfill the importance of the society. Explained more advanced, the shift of government to governance meant to democratize state administration (Setyoko, 2011).

On the government era, the government has an important role in manage the society. Meanwhile in governance paradigm, there are much of groups involved directly in the formulation and implementation of public policy (Nelissen, 2002; Chhotray & Stoker, 2009). The concept of governance calculates all factors and policy areas beyond “main executive” that involved in the process of making policy (Richard & Smith, 2002). Governance in this case, is a wide concept that represents a whole connection quality between the citizen (private and public society) and the government that contains values of responsiveness, efficiency, honesty, and justice (Ferranti, et.al, 2009).

4. Discussion

Problem Public Accountability

Based on observation result accountability mechanism of Village Enterprises (BUMDes), it is seen that the central position of the headman is inevitable. The headman receives a report from the BUMDes manager and then gives feedback to the BUMDes Manager and Board of Trustees. In addition, the horizontal feedback from the village head is still considered in the village consultation forum. That is, the dominance of village government elements, especially the headman becomes a separate issue in the accountability mechanism of BUMDes. The facts in this study are in line with Kloot and Martin (2001: 61 - 63) who argued that people in rural areas are often less concerned about the accountability issues of his government. The rural community with its paternalistic culture tends to trust every action taken by the village elite, so any decisions made by village officials are considered correct. Meanwhile, the results of this research also strengthen the opinion of Setyoko (2011) which explains that the village community tends to be indifferent to public accountability as long as their needs are met. These nrimo village customs are then used by the village government not to attempt to ensure horizontal accountability for every activity that has been done.
Bovens (2007: 447), Dixon, Ritchi & Siwale (2006: 415), Lodhia & Burritt (2004: 355) argue that although accountability mechanisms have been well established, but the mechanism is often not followed by the program implementor. This fact shows that in the process of reporting BUMDes especially in Banyumas Regency is still considered accountability deficit (Bovens, 2007: 447 - 448) because there are still non-functioning of some established accountability mechanisms. Therefore, accountability mechanisms in the management of BUMDes should be directed towards optimizing the role of many stakeholders through a governance approach that allows many groups and interests directly involved in the formulation and implementation of public policy (Nelissen, 2002; Chhotray & Stoker, 2009). Through this approach emphasizes the importance of the involvement of many stakeholders who are meant to represent the public, to argue as legitimating the deliberative process, each member must position the forum outside of partisan interests (O'doherty, 2012). People with characteristic gemeinschaft basically have the potential togetherness in his life. Therefore, in meeting the democratic potential of rural communities, local governments need to encourage greater democratic connectivity and political connectivity between participatory forums and wider public spaces (Ercan and Hendriks, 2013).

**Public Governance and The Role of Stakeholders**

Based on previous research, obtained information that the big potency of Village Enterprise establishment is not balanced with a satisfy public accountability. The previous research finds that Village Enterprise accountability vertically and horizontally still centered on village governance. It shows that central role and village governance domination especially Headman in Village Enterprise management process. It shows the accountability deficit (Bovens, 2007: 447 - 448), because still encountered some of not working fixed accountability mechanisms. Therefore, accountability mechanism in Village Enterprise management needs to be directed to optimizing from many sides role or stakeholders by governance approach that allows many groups involved directly in the formulation and
public policy implementation (Nelissen, 2002; Chhotray & Stoker, 2009). This approach also stresses the importance of the involvement from many stakeholders that is meant to represent public, to argue as the legitimation of discussion process, and every member has to positioning the forum beyond the importance of participant (O’doherty, 2012). Village society with a gemeinschaft characteristic basically has togetherness potency in their life. In order to fulfilled democratic potency in village society, local governance needs to encourage the democratic creativity and bigger politic connectivity between the participative forum and wider public space (Ercan dan Hendriks, 2013). Accountability mechanism in Village Enterprise management needs to be directed to optimize the stakeholders role by the governance approach. Through this approach, public accountability expected more directing on the involvement of the stakeholders in the management of village society public assets. The result of the previous research shows that the organizer has not opened the Village Enterprise management information yet to village society because of unavailable specific information system and utilization optimum media. The transparency of the Village Enterprise management report to village society is implemented by informal approaches such as “gather society” forum.

The fact of the research is in accordance with Mabillard dan Zumofen’s opinion (2016: 1-20) that accountability and transparency more important in the implementation of contemporary government. On their view, transparency needs to be encouraged as an approach in public organization implementation. Transparency is looked important because it has an advantage in balancing politic act complexity, administrative and social. (Ingrams, 2017).

The result of the observation is in accordance with Hosseini, et.al’s finding (2012) in the development of village business group. He shows that village small business has an important role to create job vacancy and produce a valuable product in the certain sectors like agriculture. Nevertheless, the main challenge for this village company is the lack of sustainable. On Hosseini, et.al’s view (2012) innovation and cooperation inter the stakeholders is a key to
the sustainable of village small business. If the existence of innovation and cooperation are not concerned, there is no sustainable for village small business. Smith and McColl (2016) propose that the difference between business activity in the village and the city is not a new case. The distinct comparator is the size such as social architecture, the resources availability and accessibility. They opine that the main difference between social management of village company and the city influenced by migration level in the village and the city, the leadership, society needs. Therefore, it needs a relevant context policy. Although the development of village business group looked great, Chen, Woods dan Singh (2014) propose that Village Enterprise that is managed based on local government planning combination and market power. Therefore, the hybrid character from organization structure and the ownership makes a change in village business group still a lot done in a top-down way.

In handling of this emptiness, it is needed accountability mechanism based on governance concept. Public governance is a way when the stakeholders interacted each other with the purpose to influence the result of public policy (Bovaird & Loffer, 2009). The stakeholders are the citizen, society organization, mass media, the public institution, politician, non-profit organization, and so on. They are interacted each other in public organization management to fulfill the society needs. Explained more advanced, the shift of government to governance meant to democratize state administration (Setyoko, 2011). On the government era, the government has an important role in manage the society. Meanwhile in governance paradigm, there are much of groups involved directly in the formulation and implementation of public policy (Nelissen, 2002; Chhotray & Stoker, 2009). The concept of governance calculates all factors and policy areas beyond “main executive” that involved in the process of making policy (Richard & Smith, 2002). Governance in this case, is a wide concept that represents a whole connection quality between the citizen (private and public society) and the government that contains values of responsiveness, efficiency, honesty, and justice (Ferranti, et.al, 2009). Through public management which is oriented towards governance approaches, this
research can explain the importance of values that are not only related to efficiency, effectiveness and economics, but also responsiveness in the implementation of BUMDes. Therefore, by using a governance approach, the accountability mechanism in managing BUMDes can be done vertically and horizontally through optimizing the role of stakeholders.

5. Conclusion

It can be concluded that the large potential of BUMDes establishment, not balanced with adequate public accountability. Responsibility mechanisms conducted either vertically, or horizontally still have not run optimally. The study also found that BUMDes accountability both vertically and horizontally is still central to the headman (village government). It shows the central role and dominance of the headman in the BUMDes management process. Therefore, in the future accountability mechanisms in the management of BUMDes should be directed towards optimizing the role of stakeholders through a governance approach. Based on the fact in the research, it can be concluded that governance capacity that the village had still belongs to weak. It can be seen from the imbalance role happened. On the one side, the role of the headman and village government is very strong and dominant. In the other side, the role of the other stakeholders still belongs to weak. It makes an accountability deficit in Village Enterprise management. This research can be concluded that in handling the emptiness of the stakeholders role, it is needed an accountability mechanism based on governance, where the stakeholders interacted each other with the purpose to influence the result of public policy. They are interacted each other in public organization management to fulfill the society needs.
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